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Abstract

Visible watermarks are widely-used in images to pro-
tect copyright ownership. Analyzing watermark removal
helps to reinforce the anti-attack techniques in an adver-
sarial way. Current removal methods normally leverage
image-to-image translation techniques. Nevertheless, the
uncertainty of the size, shape, color and transparency of
the watermarks set a huge barrier for these methods. To
combat this, we combine traditional watermarked image de-
composition into a two-stage generator, called Watermark-
Decomposition Network (WDNet), where the first stage pre-
dicts a rough decomposition from the whole watermarked
image and the second stage specifically centers on the wa-
termarked area to refine the removal results. The decompo-
sition formulation enables WDNet to separate watermarks
from the images rather than simply removing them. We fur-
ther show that these separated watermarks can serve as
extra nutrients for building a larger training dataset and
further improving removal performance. Besides, we con-
struct a large-scale dataset named CLWD, which mainly
contains colored watermarks, to fill the vacuum of col-
ored watermark removal dataset. Extensive experiments on
the public gray-scale dataset LVW and CLWD consistently
show that the proposed WDNet outperforms the state-of-
the-art approaches both in accuracy and efficiency. The
code and CLWD dataset are publicly available at https:
//github.com/MRUIL/WDNet.

1. Introduction
Visible watermarks are widely used by advertisers, pho-

tographers and stock content services to mark and protect
their copyrights of digital photos and videos while sharing
on the Internet. Simultaneously, studying how to remove
these watermarks effectively gives hints for inventing more
robust techniques to better watermarking images. Consid-
ering this need, the community has put lots of efforts into
the watermark removal task.

* Equal contribution.
† Corresponding author

Early watermark removal works were generally based on
watermarked image composition model [1]. That is, a wa-
termarked image is composed of a watermark-free image
and a watermark. The natural idea is to perform the inverse
decomposition on watermarked images. However, estimat-
ing the correct solution is non-trivial and time-consuming.
Some methods even require user guidance [11, 20] or mul-
tiple images as input [7] for the same watermark, which be-
comes too strict for practical usage.

A recently published large-scale dataset LVW [4] has
driven a heat of using deep learning techniques to this
task. Some works [3, 16] treated watermark removal as
an image-to-image translation task and used generative ad-
versarial networks [8] to directly map watermarked images
to watermark-free ones. Benefiting from the strong ability
of GANs [8] to perform image translation, these methods
achieved excellent removal performance. But a shortage
of these methods is the incapability of watermark separa-
tion from input images, as compared to traditional methods.
Separating watermarks from input images makes it easier
to utilize watermarks and then helps to reinforce the anti-
attack of more advanced removal method. Besides, another
noticeable merit is the possibility to augment the training
data by applying those separated watermarks to watermark-
free images, which equips the model with better generaliza-
tion ability for various watermarks and hence results in a
boosted inference performance.

Considering the characteristics of these two kinds of
methods, we are motivated to build the watermarked-image
composition mechanism inside a neural generator, which
would take advantages of both yet avoid their drawbacks.
Our generator, called Watermark-Decomposition Network
(abbreviated as WDNet), has a huge capacity to learn from
large-scale datasets, which traditional methods lack, and the
ability to separate watermarks from the input images, which
current deep learning based methods don’t have.

One noticeable difference between WDNet and previous
methods is WDNet adopts two-stage refinement strategy.
The task of watermark removal implicitly contains a prelim-
inary step: watermark region localization, which is ignored
by previous methods. However, this step explicitly exists
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Figure 1: We show the visible watermarks can be removed and separated automatically. With a single watermarked image X
input, our method estimates the watermark W and transparency α first. Finally we can obtain the watermark-free image Y
from W and α.

in WDNet, which makes WDNet naturally a two-stage gen-
erator. In the first stage, instead of directly estimating the
watermark-free images, WDNet aims to estimate the rough
area of watermarks by predicting the rough watermarks and
their transparencies. Then, we follow the inverse formula of
creating watermarked image to determine the preliminary
watermark-free image, as exemplified in Fig. 1. We adopt
U-Net [23] as the backbone network of the first stage to effi-
ciently and effectively forward the encoded features directly
to the decoding phase. After attaining the initial decom-
posed watermark-free images, the second stage of WDNet
aims to refine these images by receiving extra supervision
from the output. Note the second stage requires the network
to focus on pixel-wise refinement rather than a large and re-
dundant context. To this end, we tail a very small network
as the second stage Refinement network. It is composed
of several residual blocks [9], which helps to guarantee lo-
cal refinement and efficiency. The two-stage networks work
concordantly together and can be trained jointly. Besides,
WDNet does not require any post-process procedures.

The superior performance of WDNet is closely bounded
to our new dataset CLWD (Colored Large-scale Watermark
Dataset). The LVW dataset only contains 80 gray-scale wa-
termarks while CLWD contains 200 colored watermarks,
which are comparatively more generalized and applicable.
Experiments on both datasets consistently verify the effec-
tiveness of WDNet in watermark removal and separation.

2. Related Work
Braudaway et al. [2] were among the earliest to use vis-

ible watermarks in digital images. They added watermarks
onto input images using an adaptive and nonlinear pixel-
domain technology to identify its ownership. Unlike adding
watermarks to image, many research works [20, 11, 28, 7,
22, 24] aim to remove watermarks from watermarked image
and restore the image content. Pei et al. [20] proposed to
use Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to separate the
source image from the watermark. Huang et al. [11] used
a classic image inpainting method [1] to fill in the image
regions covered by the watermark. These techniques oper-
ate on a single image, requiring a user to manually mark
the watermark areas, and cannot handle large watermarked
regions. Another typical work was proposed by Deke et

al. [7], and they presented a generalized multi-image mat-
ting algorithm that assumed multiple images have the same
watermark pattern, which has great limitations in real-world
scenarios where the watermarks are more likely distinct in
different images, and the effect depends on the numbers of
multi-image.

Recently, a published large-scale dataset LVW [4] en-
ables training deep networks for watermarks removal. Most
of them [3, 16] are based on GAN [8] because of its power-
ful capabilities in the field of image generation. One typical
work of this type is [16], which proposed a new watermark
removal framework enabled the watermark removal solu-
tion to be more closed to the photo-realistic reconstruction
using a patch-based discriminator conditioned on the wa-
termarked images based on cGAN [18], but it ignored the
process of watermarked image composition.

In nature, watermark removal resembles several content
removing tasks, such as image matting [5], shadow [6] and
raindrop removal [21], etc. However, the image matting
task [5] aims to predict an alpha matte from an image and
a trimap while the target of watermark removal is getting
watermark-free image from its corresponding watermarked
image. Shadow usually appears black while watermarks can
be very colorful. Removing raindrops requires detailed re-
plenishing, which is non-trivial. However, raindrops exhibit
repetitive patterns and shapes while the shapes and patterns
of watermarks are quite diverse. These differences make
watermark removal stand out as a unique and difficult case
of content removing tasks.

Since raindrops are small and appear all over the image,
Qian et al. [21] adapted the LSTM [10] structure to optimize
attention step by step to remove raindrops progressively.
For shadow removal task, Cun et al. [6] utilized novel masks
or scenes to erase the shadows and produce high-quality
ghost-free images. These works both used GAN [8] for bet-
ter performance.

Inspired by these works, our method also relies on the
cGAN [18] framework. But for good watermark removal
performance, we need to consider the unique characteris-
tics of watermarks and propose a reasonable solution. With
this purpose, we analyze the composition of watermarked
images and use deep networks to reflect the inverse formula
of watermark composition to decompose watermarks from
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Figure 2: Illustration of the watermarked image decomposition and composition model. YM represents a masked watermark-
free image, XM represents a masked watermarked image.

watermarked images. Besides, we incorporate a two-stage
mechanism where the first stage is to roughly localize wa-
termarks and the second is to refine the initial separation
results. Our strategies are proved to be useful through ex-
tensive experiments.

3. Watermarked Image Decomposition Model
A watermarked image X , is typically obtained by super-

imposing a watermark W to a natural image Y . Inspired
by the model of [7], in the watermarked areas, the relation-
ship between watermarked pixels X(p) and watermark-free
pixels Y (p) is formulated as:

X(p) = α(p)W (p) + (1− α(p))Y (p), (1)
Where p = (i, j) represents the pixel location in the image,
α(p) is a spatially varying opacity, namely the alpha matte
used in image processing. The most commonly used water-
marks are translucent to keep the underlying image content
partially visible [2], which means that α(p) is in the inter-
val of [0, 1] for all pixels. According to Eq. 1, if α(p) = 1
everywhere, X is reduced to W ; otherwise if α(p) = 0
everywhere, X is equal to Y .

Our task in this paper is to get a watermark-free image
Y from its watermarked image counterpart X . Considering
Eq. 1, given W and α, we could trivially invert the process
of synthesizing watermarked image via the per-pixel opera-
tion:

Y (p) =
X(p)− α(p)W (p)

1− α(p)
. (2)

Note the non-watermarked areas are kept the same in X
and Y . When building such decomposition model inside
neural networks, only considering the watermarked areas
saves learning capacity and potentially is helpful for the re-
sults. Therefore, we introduce a watermark mask M(p) ∈
{0, 1} to assist the decomposition phase. M(p) = 1 means
the pixel p in watermarked areas. Merging M(p) to Eq. 2,
the watermark-free image is obtained by:

Yo(p) =M(p) · Y (p) + (1−M(p)) ·X(p). (3)

The watermark composition and decomposition models
are shown in Fig. 2. In the next section, we illustrate how to
implement decomposition model inside a neural network.

4. Watermark Removal Framework

Fig. 3 sketches our framework. The whole network em-
bodies a generator and a discriminator, where the genera-
tor, named as Watermark-Decomposition Network (ab-
breviated as WDNet), utilizes the watermark decomposi-
tion model described in Sec. 3 to generate the watermark-
free image and the discriminator [12] predicts patch-wise
justification scores of the image patch fidelity.

4.1. Watermark-Decomposition Network (WDNet)

The left part of Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the gen-
erator WDNet, whose input is the watermarked image X .
WDNet aims to translate the watermarked image to cor-
responding watermark-free image. Direct watermark re-
moval from a watermarked image implicitly contains two
procedures: 1) detecting the rough region of watermarked
area; 2) detailed pixel-wise watermarked region denois-
ing. From this aspect, we are inspired to devise a two-
stage network where each stage aims to accomplish one
of the above procedures. Therefore, WDNet comprises of
two sub-networks, which is a decomposition network in the
front and a refinement network at the end. The decompo-
sition network will initially predicts a rough result of wa-
termark decomposition, which implies the watermarked re-
gion. The refinement network focuses on detail refinement.

4.1.1 The Decomposition Network

Analyzing the watermark removal task through Eq. 2 and
Eq. 3, we can calculate watermark-free image from pre-
dicting the internal (α,W,M), as exemplified in Fig. 2.
However, this requires the training dataset has correspond-
ing supervisions. Otherwise, it is much unlikely to expect
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Figure 3: The architecture of our visible watermark removal framework.

good results. Thankfully, published datasets like LVW [4]
contains the α and W for each watermarked image and
we can easily calculate M from α during data processing
phase. Consequently, we first adopt a sub-network, named
DecompNet, based on the U-Net [23] architecture to pre-
dict the watermark parameters (α̂, Ŵ , M̂) from the water-
marked image input. DecompNet takes advantage of the
skip connections of U-Net to combine the low-level fea-
tures and the high-level features together, allowing the shar-
ing of global information and edge details between the in-
put and the output. Specifically, DecompNet contains N
down-sampling convolutional layers (the i-th layer with
25+i channels, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}) and N up-sampling
convolitional layers (the j-th layer with 210−i channels,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}) (N = 4). Each feature map after the
i-th encoding layer is bridged to the corresponding i-th de-
coding layer through depth concatenation with the previous
decoded feature map.

4.1.2 The Refinement Network

After the prediction of (α̂, Ŵ , M̂), we follow Eq. 2 and
Eq. 3 to calculate the preliminary watermark-free image
Ŷ pre. However, the result is not satisfactory because the
values of (α̂, Ŵ , M̂) may conflict with each other, causing
unsmoothed results. Besides, this result roughly implies the
watermarked area and requires further refinement. With the
purpose to remedy these problems, we further bring in a
small network to refine the merged output Ŷ pre. The small
network, named RefineNet, looks closely to the inferior
parts in Ŷ pre and focuses on adjusting some pixels to make
the final output more pleasant and smooth.

Specifically, the first input for RefineNet is a masked
preliminary watermark-free image Ŷ pre

M , which is equal to
M̂ · Ŷ pre. Masking out non-watermark area helps to make
RefineNet avoid considering irrelevant parts and focus on
refining those necessary. Another input for RefineNet is a
feature map FU with 64 channels yielded from DecompNet.
Feeding FU to RefineNet helps it to work closely with De-

compNet when training with back-propagation algorithms.
FU also provides abundant high-level semantic information,
which could be substantially utilized by RefineNet. The ar-
chitecture of RefineNet is quite simple with only 3 residual
blocks [9]. Each residual block connects the previous fea-
ture map with the current one through addition and outputs
a feature map with 180 channels, which helps ease training
and avoid information loss [9]. The output of RefineNet is
Ŷ . Through Eq. 3, we finally have the ultimate watermark-
free image Ŷo, which will get judged by the discriminator
later.

Through back-propagation, DecompNet and RefineNet
can be trained in an end-to-end manner and provide supe-
rior watermark removal performance. Benefiting from the
decomposition model and the prediction of Ŵ , WDNet is
armed with the ability to separate the watermarks for any
watermarked images. We demonstrate in the experiments
that the separated watermarks can be leveraged to further
improve testing performance, which is an ideal property for
practical applications.

4.2. Discriminator

As shown in Fig. 3, we employed the patch-based dis-
criminator [12] in our training phase. It concatenates the
watermarked image and watermark removed image as in-
put, and maps them to a feature map, representing the prob-
abilities of the input patches to be real (1 for real; 0 for
fake). Since the watermarked areas is relatively small with
regards to the whole image, it will be more reasonable for
the discriminator to bias towards some prominent patch
statistics rather than giving a global judgement.

4.3. Loss Function
In summary, the loss function for the proposed method is

a weighted sum of the content loss, adversarial loss, which
can be seen as below:

L∗ =arg min
G

max
D

Ladv(G,D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
adversarial loss

+Lcon(Ŷo, M̂ , Ŵ , α̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
content loss

,
(4)



During training, the generator G is trained to minimize
the adversarial objective term against the discriminator D,
which is trained to maximize such term contrarily. Besides,
the generator also tries to generate good watermark-free
image, mask, watermarks and transparency, respectively.
Therefore, the content loss also serves as an important part
of L∗. The content loss function can be expressed as:

Lcon(Ŷo, M̂ , Ŵ , α̂) =λ1L1(Ŷo) + λ2Lper(Ŷo)+

λ3L1(M̂) + λ4(L1(Ŵ ) + L1(α̂),
(5)

Where L1(θ̂)/Lper(θ̂) refers to the L1 or L1 perceptual
loss [13] between the generated object θ̂ and its ground truth
θ. λ helps balance different loss terms. To calculate L1 per-
ceptual loss, we use the outputs of the relu2 2 layer of a
pre-trained VGG-16 network [25] to represent the learned
features of Ŷo and Y and then compute their L1 difference.

5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Settings

5.1.1 Datasets

As far as we are aware, publicly available datasets for wa-
termark removal is only the Large-scale Visible Watermark
Dataset (LVW) [4], which contains 60K watermarked im-
ages created from 80 watermarks. However, LVW mainly
contains gray-scale watermarks, which is inapplicable to
real cases because watermarks in the wild are often col-
ored and distributed with various orientations. Moreover,
gray-scale watermarks are monotonous and are easy to be
detected, making the evaluation insufficient to test the true
potential of different methods. Besides, the patterns and
shapes of watermarks in LVW dataset are quite limited,
bringing trouble for deep networks to capture the general-
ized representation of watermarks.

To alleviate these problems of LVW, we create a new
dataset called CLWD (Colored Large-scale Watermark
Dataset), containing 60K watermarked images made of 160
colored watermarks for training and 10K watermarked im-
ages made of 40 colored watermarks for testing. In CLWD,
the source of the watermark-free images in the training and
testing sets are the PASCAL VOC2012 training and testing
dataset, respectively. The watermarks are taken from the
open-sourced logo images distributed online. When creat-
ing a watermarked image for training/testing, we randomly
choose one PASCAL image from its training/testing set and
attach one processed watermark onto it. The size, location,
rotation angle and transparency of each watermark in differ-
ent images are set randomly. Specifically, we set the trans-
parency in the range of (0.3, 0.7). Note CLWD also pro-
vides the corresponding watermark, mask, and transparency
for each pair. Some images of CLWD dataset are shown in

Test Set

Train Set

Figure 4: Some examples of the CLWD dataset.

Fig. 4. We plan to open-source the CLWD dataset for re-
search use in the future.

5.1.2 Training details and Metrics

Training details. Our method is implemented with the Py-
Torch framework [19]. All experiments are carried out on
a workstation with an Intel Xeon 16-core CPU (3.5 GHz),
64GB RAM, and a single Titan Xp GPU. We follow the
training strategy of the vanilla GAN [8] to alternate between
one gradient descent step on the discriminator, then three
steps on generator. We apply the Adam solver [15] and set
batch size to 6, with the initial learning rate of 2e-4 and
momentum parameters, i.e., β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999. The
weights of different loss terms are λ1 = 50, λ2 = 1e − 2,
λ3 = 10, λ4 = 10, respectively.
Metrics. Following previous works [7, 4], both the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
Image Index (SSIM) [27], measuring the similarity be-
tween the recovered image and the ground truth one, are
adopted as our evaluation metrics. Besides, we also adopt
the Root-Mean-Square (RMSE) distance to test local sim-
ilarity. In order to look at how different methods behave
only in the watermarked areas, we additionally mask out
the non-watermark area and then compute the Root-Mean-
Square distance. This metric is denoted with RMSEw.

5.2. Ablation Study

5.2.1 Different Parts of Model

We first conduct experiments to analyze the effects of dif-
ferent parts of our model. Specifically, WDNet is composed
by DecompNet and RefineNet and thus we design the fol-
lowing experiments to verify their roles to the performance:
• Baseline is the experiment that the generator is an U-

Net and aims to generate watermark-free image from
watermarked image directly without the watermark de-
composition model;
• DecompNet represents the result gained from train-

ing DecompNet separately, which embodies the wa-
termark decomposition model;
• WDNet represents the result of our full generator.



Dataset LVW CLWD

Models PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw

Baseline 37.10 0.9843 3.68 15.72 34.88 0.9763 4.71 25.42
DecompNet 41.85 0.9966 2.21 13.84 38.99 0.9900 2.72 19.05

WDNet(Ours) 42.33 0.9966 2.10 12.38 40.19 0.9931 2.66 17.49

Table 1: The results of different parts of model on both the LVW and the CLWD datasets.

Baseline DecompNetInput image WDNet (Ours) Ground truth

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Qualitative ablation comparisons on LVW and CLWD dataset. (a) represents the example image on LVW dataset.
(b) represents the example image on CLWD dataset.

Dataset S PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw

LVW 41.55 0.9955 2.30 14.23

LVW X 42.33 0.9966 2.10 12.38
CLWD 39.57 0.9916 2.86 18.90

CLWD X 40.24 0.9931 2.66 17.49

Table 2: Effects of the α and W supervisions(S) on LVW
and CLWD datasets.

The quantitative and qualitative comparison results are
in Tab. 1 and Fig. 5, respectively. Comparing the perfor-
mances of Baseline and DecompNet, it is evident that us-
ing the watermark decomposition model can significantly
improve the watermark removal performance. Note De-
compNet also supports watermark separation while Base-
line doesn’t have such ability. From DecompNet and WD-
Net, we can learn that the RefineNet is of great help to refine
watermark-free image, especially in the watermark areas,
seeing a large boost of RMSEw on both datasets.

5.2.2 Intermediate Supervision

While training WDNet, we have included intermediate su-
pervision upon the output of DecompNet. In this experi-

ment, we aim to show the advantage of this design on both
LVW and CLWD datasets. As depicted in Tab. 2, adding
intermediate supervisions of α and W makes the model
achieve improved performance over that without intermedi-
ate supervisions. It should be noted that even though with-
out the intermediate supervision loss function, the perfor-
mance of WDNet is still reasonably good, seeing that the
performance drop is not significant and the result is better
than most comparable methods as shown in Tab. 3.

5.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

5.3.1 In-Dataset Evaluation

To justify the effectiveness of the proposed WDNet, we
performed experiments to compare the WDNet with other
state-of-the-art methods proposed for different tasks on both
LVW and CLWD. We use the original implementations of
other methods and follow their original training policies to
ensure better re-implementation. As shown in Tab. 3, our
model obtained consistently better results than other meth-
ods on most metrics. These results well explain the supe-
riority of WDNet in performing the water removal task.
Among all competitors, our running speed is only slower
than Li et al. [16] while still faster than other methods,
which indicates our method achieves a good balance be-



Input image Li et al. WDNet (Ours)Qian et al. Cun et al. Ground truth  Watermark (Ours)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons with some other methods on some images from LVW(a) and CLWD(b). The watermarks
in the last column are obtained by our WDNet.

Dataset Methods Tasks PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw Time(ms)

LVW

Qian et al. [21] Raindrop Removal 40.84 0.9953 2.44 19.07 12
Cun et al. [6] Shadow Removal 40.94 0.9961 2.41 16.00 70
Li et al. [16] Watermark Removal 34.01 0.9700 5.34 26.24 5

WDNet(Ours) Watermark Removal 42.33 0.9966 2.10 12.38 8

CLWD

Qian et al. [21] Raindrop Removal 39.19 0.9910 2.95 24.40 16
Cun et al. [6] Shadow Removal 40.32 0.9899 2.66 25.59 71
Li et al. [16] Watermark Removal 32.62 0.9664 6.07 34.16 6

WDNet(Ours) Watermark Removal 40.24 0.9931 2.66 17.49 8

Table 3: In-dataset evaluation results on both the LVW and the CLWD datasets.

tween performance and efficiency.
In Fig. 6, we also give some representative watermark

removal visual results on the LVW and CLWD datasets.
Our results show the best structural consistency with ground
truth images. Beyond this, WDNet is also able to separate
watermarks and watermark-free images, as shown in the last
column of Fig. 6, which can be used to augment training
dataset as will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Cross-Dataset Evaluation

Good generalization ability is always a dreaming merit of
a model. In this section, we design several experiments to
train a model on one dataset and test its performance on
another dataset to conduct cross-dataset evaluation. Such
series of experiments have two benefits: 1) under the same
training and testing setting, comparison of different models
can show the generalization ability comparison of different
models; 2) under the same model, comparison of different
training and testing settings can show the quality compar-
ison of different datasets. We mainly compare with Li et
al. [16], which achieved the previous state-of-the-art per-

formance in watermark removal task. As depicted in Tab. 4,
if looking vertically (in column), we could draw the conclu-
sion that WDNet is superior to Li et al. [16] in generation
ability and is more robust to unseen data patterns. If look-
ing horizontally (in row), the performance discrepancy of
the same model under the settings of LVW→CLWD and
CLWD→LVW indicates that CLWD contains more data
patterns and is more diverse and generalized than LVW.

5.3.3 Dataset Augmentation via Watermark Separa-
tion

Many deep learning works focus on learning from more ob-
tainable, weakly-supervised, or synthetic data [26, 14, 17].
As mentioned in many parts of our paper, WDNet has the
ability to separate watermarks (some examples are shown
in Fig. 6). This ability enables us to use those separated
watermarks in many different ways, such as augmenting
the training data. In this part, we conduct experiments to
show we further boost the testing performance when adding
separated watermarks (not included in the original train-
ing data) into training data. First, we divide the CLWD
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Input image Li et al. WDNet (Ours)Qian et al. Cun et al. Ground truth

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Some failure cases in the LVW(a) and the CLWD(b) datasets.

CLWD(train) → LVW(test) LVW(train) → CLWD(test)

Methods PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw

Li et al. [16] 32.71 0.9668 6.01 31.78 30.85 0.9554 6.65 38.29
WDNet(Ours) 40.86 0.9939 2.46 16.71 37.75 0.9754 3.50 41.27

Table 4: Cross-dataset evaluation results on both the LVW and the CLWD datasets.

Method Dataset # Watermark # Train pairs PSNR SSIM RMSE RMSEw

WDNet
CLWD-100 100 60K 40.20 0.9921 2.68 19.93
Aug. CLWD 160 90K 40.43 0.9932 2.61 18.69

Table 5: Dataset augmentation results of WDNet.

into two subsets, which are CLWD-100 (containing 100
watermarks in CLWD, 60K training pairs) and unlabeled
CLWD-60 (containing 60 colored watermarks in CLWD,
30K training pairs). Second, we use the trained WDNet
model on CLWD-100 to separate the watermarks of the un-
labeled CLWD-60. Then, we add these watermarks into the
training data of CLWD-100 by creating another 30K image
pairs, resulting in an augmented dataset called Aug. CLWD.
The quantitative comparison of WDNet trained on CLWD-
100 and Aug. CLWD is given in Tab. 5. We find although
CLWD-100 is robust and generalized enough, WDNet still
observes further testing performance enhancement through
augmenting the training set with more different watermark
styles. This result also reveals the applicability of water-
mark separation through WDNet.

6. Conclusions

We propose a new watermark removal method named
WDNet, which utilizes the process of watermark decompo-
sition to roughly localize and separate watermarks first, and
then uses a small RefineNet to refine the previous result in

detail. In addition to the state-of-the-art performance of
watermark removal, WDNet also has the ability to separate
watermarks from the input images. We demonstrate that
the watermarks separated by WDNet from unseen water-
marked images are helpful to create more data for training,
and further enhance the testing performance. Moreover, to
overcome the deficiencies of the LVW dataset, we created
a new watermark removal dataset, CLWD, which contains
mainly colored watermarks and is more suited to real-world
applications. Tough WDNet shows superior performance,
watermark removal is extremely challenging and there
are cases that WDNet fails to achieve faithful results, as
illustrated in Fig. 7. This drives us to investigate these cases
more closely in the future. And we believe the research of
watermark removal would inspire more robust techniques
and strategies to defense removal attack to secure better
copyright ownership and it is also in our future research
plans.
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